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v.1.134 crack.Hierarchical vortex crystal with subwavelength-scale vortices. We report a novel hierarchical vortex crystal,

formed by combining an obliquely cut photonic-crystal slab with an optical vortex focusing technique. We demonstrate that a
vortex array with a subwavelength-scale spacing is created by combining a photonic crystal with a vortex phase plate. A Fabry-

Perot resonator formed by a periodic array of air holes in the photonic-crystal slab enhances this defect-induced scattering
effect. It is shown that the resonator enhances the scattering efficiency of a vortex state, and that the resonator operating

condition depends on the gap distance, mirror refraction index, and off-axis angle between the defect and photonic-crystal
slab.SIRTE, Libya — Dozens of bodies lay in the desert a few miles from the relative safety of a remote hospital in Tripoli, the
seat of Libya’s government. The victims of last month’s attack on the suburb of Misrata, the bodies all appeared to be men. The
attack on Misrata, on Oct. 27, which has become the symbol of resistance to the renegade general, Khalifa Hifter, was the most
deadly action by an armed group since Libya’s uprising began seven months ago. The bodies of more than 250 people, many of
them charred and unrecognizable, were found in the surrounding desert, and the toll has been rising rapidly. The militia attack,
claimed by the self-styled Libyan National Army, led to the latest round of violence that has decimated Libya’s cities and towns

in the past six months, killing hundreds. But with his forces
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Warband.1.134.Reinstall."All right, I already have a copy. It's in my desk. I don't think I need it anymore. I'm going out now to

get drunk. I'll get home at 8:00. Text me." - 5/12/11, Utah "Hey, its me. I'm at the airport. I was going to stay in a hotel, but
everyone is weird. I'm going to either get on a plane to Manhattan or get on a plane to Africa! I'm coming back. I'll be on a flight

out tomorrow. Have a good night. Love you. Tell the kids I said hi, and that I'll see them again soon. Send me an e-mail when
you get this. I'll call you when I get home." - 1/17/11, Las Vegas "I'm an optimist so I'm going to fight this as long as I can. I'll

be home sometime tomorrow night. No one ever said life was fair. You get up in the morning, you have to deal with shit that no
one else ever had to deal with. You deal with it, you go to work, you make a living. You can't just give up. You can do whatever
you want, but my advice to you is to pay attention." - 5/10/12, Salt Lake City "I am your son, your father, and your child. I am
your friend, your sister, and your brother. I am your lover and your wife. I am whatever you want me to be. I am whatever you
need me to be." - 2/4/12, New Jersey "I'm sorry. I'm sorry I didn't say that to your face when you told me I was going to be 50

this year. And I'm sorry I didn't tell your mother when she asked me when you were leaving for 3e33713323
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